MR. MADDEN VS. ARMY REASON

The Postal Department has Decided that the Appeal's Second Class Mail Entry, Shall be Cancelled on November 29th.

The attached letter from Third Assistant Postmaster General Madden, P. C., to Mr. H. J. T. Wood, Suburban Treasurer, of the Army Reason, is herewith printed. This is to certify that the letter, by which the Appeal is accompanied through the mail, may not be held to operate as an appeal to the Department of Justice. The 201st Suburban Treasurer of the Army Reason, as President, is hereby invited to withdraw the appeal and cease to make use of the Appeal's Second Class Mail Entry. This letter should be used in this connection, and it is furnished to you through the offices of the Army Reason, as President, as President, and the offices of the Army Reason, as President, for the purpose of withdrawing the Appeal's Second Class Mail Entry and ceasing to make use of the Appeal's Second Class Mail Entry.

The Appeal is hereby invited to withdraw the appeal and cease to make use of the Appeal's Second Class Mail Entry.

Conditions, Not Theory

When the Appeal presents its appeal, as previously mentioned, in the customary manner, the Appeal's Second Class Mail Entry, shall be cancelled on November 29th, unless the Appeal shall, within that time, make a complaint to the Department of Justice, which complaint shall be considered, and if the Department of Justice shall be satisfied that the Appeal is not entitled to the privileges of a Second Class Mail Entry, the Appeal's Second Class Mail Entry shall be cancelled on November 29th.
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A Remarkable

M A G r o w t h

Since the founding, the victories, the growth of American business has been marked by the national policies and the efforts of the state. The result is essentially national in character, and it is impossible to neglect the most important social and economic problems that have arisen. The territory is not composed of many localities and there is need of more complete and uniform regulations in order to maintain national unity and assure that the work goes forward efficiently and with uniform results. The labor movement is a part of the national economy and will be strengthened as a result of the decisions of the new administration.

How to Organize a Local Branch

On the next page, there is an article titled "How to Organize a Local Branch." It discusses the steps needed to establish a local branch of an organization. The article is divided into sections such as "Organizing," "Feeding," and "Expanding." Each section provides guidance on how to proceed with each step of organizing a local branch.

List of Local Branches and Secretaries

There is also a list of local branches and their secretaries. This list is organized alphabetically and includes names of secretaries and their contact information. It appears to be a useful resource for those interested in establishing or joining a local branch of an organization.

Carroll County

There is a section titled "Carroll County." It mentions "Carroll County School Board." A date of May 20, 1921, is also referred to as "Day of the Carroll County School Board." This section likely discusses activities or events related to the school board in Carroll County.

Advertising

The page also contains advertising content. One advertisement is for a "Committee of 100." It mentions "Committee of 100." Another advertisement is for "The Socialist Party." It encourages people to "Look Backwards." An advertisement for "A School of Socialism" is also present, promoting an event or course related to socialism.

Automobile Fund

There is an advertisement for "Auto Motor Fund." It mentions "Auto Motor Fund." This advertisement likely promotes a fundraising event or campaign related to automobiles.

Nequa

The section titled "Nequa" is mentioned, but without further context, it is unclear what "Nequa" refers to. It could be a name of a place, a person, or another topic.

Looking Backwards

The section titled "Looking Backwards." It mentions "Looking Backwards." This section might be discussing historical events or looking at past developments.

Student's Combination

There is also a mention of "Student's Combination." It suggests "Students should consider a combination." This could be a call to action for students to consider forming a partnership or alliance for educational or social purposes.

Under Socialism

The section titled "Under Socialism." It mentions "Under Socialism." This section likely discusses the principles and practices of socialism, possibly providing information or guidance for those interested in learning more about socialism.